Welcome back to the home of Pluto

PHASE 1: SOLITARY ROCKY PLANETS
Premium experiences for guests who are cohabitating or cotraveling

PHASE 2: MANY-MOONED GAS GIANTS
Guided tours with social distancing for mixed groups of guests

PHASE 3: THE KUIPER BELT
General admission for mixed groups with minimal or no social distancing

Virtual Programming
Free online science videos for everyone
lowell.edu/youtube

Premium Access
Exclusive private programs for guests in groups of up to 10

Guided Tours
Educator-led tours with mixed groups of up to 10 guests

General Admission
Access to freely explore various programs

Starry Skies Shop
On-site gift shop

Gating Criteria
Shelter in place order not present

Cdc Phase 1
Thresholds
- Strict physical distancing in public
- Groups of 10 or less
- Minimize non-essential travel

Cdc Phase 2
Thresholds
- Moderate physical distancing in public
- Groups of 50 or less
- Travel OK

Cdc Phase 3
Thresholds
No sustained local transmission

Public Health Crisis Ended